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Sizes
available:
75 cl
150 cl
300 cl

GIUSEPPE GALLIANO
Brut Nature Millesimé 
High Quality Sparkling Wine 
Traditional Method

Sizes
available:
75 cl
150 cl

GIOVANNI GALLIANO
Brut Rosé Millesimé 
High Quality Sparkling Wine 
Traditional Method

Grape variety: 20% CHARDONNAY
fermentation in stainless steel tanks
80% PINOT NOIR fermentation in stainless steel tanks
Altitude: 410 - 450 metres above sea level
Slope: 24% with easterly exposure
Pruning technique: Low Guyot
Soil: 35% tufaceous - 60% sandstone - 5% calcium
Average yield per hectare: 65 hl.

Production:
The wines obtained from these two grape varieties are used to 
create the base wine which is bottled in the April of the year after 
harvest and which, after dosage and the immediate addition of 
yeast from the batch, undergoes second fermentation.
At the end of this process, which creates the characteristic foam, 
the wine continues to mature on lees for about 48 months (four 
years). After this long rest, “riddling” and “disgorging” operations 
prepare it for consumption, which takes place from about five 
years after harvesting.

Tasting notes:
Fine and intense perlage and a persistent foam with a compact 
straw colour. The bouquet is complex with distant memories of 
fruit, pleasant fragrances of yeast, crusty bread, almonds and 
sugared almonds. A delicious impact on the palate ends pleasantly 
with a slightly bitter sensation.

Gastronomic pairings:
Excellent as an aperitif wine or for raising a toast at any time
of day, it delicately accompanies antipasti, well-structured rice
and pasta dishes and elegant main courses.

Oenological characteristics:
Effective alcohol content 13% vol.
Total acidity 6.5 g/l
At 20 °C, this sparkling wine has 5.5 atmospheres.

Commercial presentation:
Case of six 75 cl bottles
One case containing three wooden boxes

Grape variety: 100% PINOT NOIR
fermentation in stainless steel tanks
Altitude: 410 metres above sea level
Slope: 17% with easterly exposure
Pruning technique: Low Guyot
Soil: 60% tufaceous rock - 38% sandstone - 2% calcium
Average yield per hectare: 60 hl.

Production:
Upon arrival in the cellar, the Pinot Noir grapes are left to 
macerate for about five to eight hours at a temperature of 7-8 °C. 
This is followed by soft pressing to favour the extraction of the 
must which, characterised by a pretty pink colour, begins its first 
alcoholic fermentation. Upon completion of fermentation, the 
wine is drawn off the lees and left at mature in stainless steel tanks 
for about eight months. In the April of the year after harvest, 
the resulting Pinot Noir is bottled and, after dosage and the 
immediate addition of yeast, undergoes second fermentation.
At the end of this process, which creates the characteristic foam, 
the wine continues to mature on lees for about 36 months.
Then the “riddling” and “disgorging” operations prepare it for 
consumption.

Tasting notes:
Soft pink colour brought to life by a very fine perlage.
Very evident notes of flowers, strawberry, raspberry and aromatic 
sensations. The palate is deliciously fleshy and savoury, with a 
crisp structure but an elegant and smooth finish full of fruit.

Gastronomic pairings:
Excellent as an aperitif, it pairs well with charcuterie, shellfish
and white meat. Excellent with foie-gras on toast.

Oenological characteristics:
Effective alcohol content 13% vol.
Total acidity 6.4 g/l
At 20 °C, this sparkling wine has 5.0 atmospheres.

Commercial presentation:
Case of six 75 cl bottles
One case containing three wooden boxes




